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Raleigh Police Department:
A Problem-Oriented Approach to Speeding in a School Zone

1. Project Summary

Responding to community concerns about speeding is a priority in the Raleigh

Police Department, resulting in officers issuing nearly 25,000 speeding citations in 2001.

Nearly 42 percent of all tickets are issued on thoroughfares with posted speed limits of 25

to 35 mph - residential areas or school zones that experience few collisions but reflect

citizen demands and perceptions of problems. The department has never used traffic

studies to verify the prevalence or temporal distribution of problems, to develop

priorities, or measure the impact of our efforts. Controlling speeding in school zones is

particularly important to protect the safety of children. Our department decided to

address the problem of speeding in the Wakefield Pines school zone containing three

contiguous schools and 3500 students.

In 2001, Raleigh police issued nearly 300 citations for speeding in the school zone.

The average speed of citations was 38 mph - 13 mph over the posted speed. Eleven

percent of citations were for speeds exceeding 45 mph. To learn more about speeding on

the roadway, we collected information through:

• Focus group with area officers

• Focus group with school staff, SROs and PTA leaders

• Survey o f parents of students

• Survey o f speeders
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Data showed that youthful drivers constituted a very small portion of the problem. The

primary speeders were parents of school-aged children, and many of these attended the

three schools. Commuters also contributed to the problem.

In responding to the problem, we focused our efforts on educating drivers about

their speed. These efforts included:

• Erecting temporary speed signs to flash vehicle speed;

• Providing information in the PTA newsletter about speeding; and

• Distributing an educational flyer to parents in school carpool lanes

The project produced an immediate reduction in speeding, with average speeds falling

from 36 to 31 mph in the morning and from 38 to 31 in the afternoon. The proportion of

drivers complying with the speed limit (including a 5 mph tolerance) more than doubled

when the educational effort occurred. Although some of this impact deteriorated within

the first week of the project, much of the reduction was maintained. Comparison of data

before the project and three weeks later showed a 42% increase in compliance in the

morning, rising from 892 to 1270 vehicles, and a 59% increase in the afternoon, rising

from 474 to 754 vehicles.
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2A. Scanning

Students going to and from schools in private passenger vehicles are at greater risk to

their safety than those in school buses, walking or bicycling, according to a national

study.1 Motor vehicle crashes during school arrival and departure times account for

about 14 percent of all deaths of children involved in motor vehicle crashes; and half of

these deaths occur during school zone times when teenagers are driving. Efforts to

improve vehicular safety during school times are particularly important to prevent

fatalities, and improve parent perceptions of safety and walkability of schools located in

residential areas.

Historically, police and citizens in Raleigh (NC) have been concerned about

problems with speeding, particularly speeding occurring in residential areas. In 2001, the

Raleigh Police Department, serving a population of 300,000, elected to carefully examine

the problem of residential speeding and selected a particular problem area for close

examination. Unable to examine the hundreds of problem locations across the city at

once, we elected to focus on a particular problem - a stretch of road on Wake fie Id Pines

Drive that included three contiguous school zones. Since the three schools opened in

1999 and 2000, police and citizens had been concerned about the location. While there

had been no crashes on the roadway, there had been numerous complaints from parents

about speeding during morning and afternoon school zone times, posing risks to

pedestrian safety and reflecting parental concerns about their childrens' well-being.

Wakefield Pines Drive is a four-lane divided thoroughfare with a median. The

roadway serves three contiguous schools - an elementary, middle and high school - and

1 Transportation Research Board, 2002.
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the posted speed of 35 drops to 25 mph for nearly four hours of each school day. This

time period reflects the staggered start and dismissal times of the three schools, and is

posted at the lower speed from 7 to 8:45 am. and 2:00 to 3:30 p.m. The school zone

comprises .5 mile of the .8-mile long thoroughfare.

Traffic volume on Wakefleld Pines Drive averages about 11,000 vehicles per day

- about one-third to half of the traffic occurs during school zone periods, when the

student population of approximately 3,500 must arrive and depart - approximately 46

percent of those students are in the high school. The thoroughfare also provides access to

a large residential community and serves as a thoroughfare in the northern suburban area

of the city.

Since the schools on Wakefield Pines Drive opened in 1999 and 2000, parents of

students in the schools have routinely expressed concerns about speeding in the school

zone, and have responded by calling the police department, schools and Department of

Transportation. The street is well posted, with numerous signs throughout the school zone

that mark the boundaries of the school zone indicating the active time of the school zone

and the speed limit. A pedestrian-activate signal was installed in 2002 and Raleigh police

- consistent with prevailing police practices in the jurisdiction - have carried out

extensive enforcement efforts, writing approximately 339 citations for speeding on the

thoroughfare during 2001-2002; 248 citations were issued during school zone times.

Research for this project, however, suggests that enforcement of speeding has an

immediate but not a long lasting effect on speeding;2 as soon as the police presence is

removed, speeding resumes.

2 Scott, 2001.
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2B. Analysis

A baseline survey of traffic volume and speed on Wakefield Pines Drive was

conducted by the Raleigh Department of Transportation. The study demonstrated the

volume of traffic concentrated in the school zone time periods, and the summary statistics

generated for the roadway suggested that 85 percent of drivers drove at or less than 42

mph. While this statistic seemed reasonable for a posted 35 mph speed limit, DOT

generated the statistic based on traffic volume over a 24-hour period and thus the measure

did not reflect variations in the posted speed limit related to the changing speed limits

that existed on the roadway. Raw data were not available for reanalysis, however, a

review of the summary data by hour of the day suggested that speeding during times

approximating school zone periods were substantial (See Table 1.).

Since research suggests enforcement, signage, signals and other measures have a

temporary effect on speeding, we sought to identify the persons primarily engaged in

speeding on Wakefield Pines Drive, in order to gather information and design a response

to interrupt their patterned activity.
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We theorized that most speeders on Wakefield Pines Drive were routine users of

the roadway, rather than infrequent drivers. Our thinking is that infrequent drivers would

be less likely to speed excessively as they would be unaware of risks associated with the

roadway; in contrast, routine drivers of the roadway may have more information and

experience from which to make decisions about speeding. This assumption was supported

by the work of Scott (2001) and Corbett and Simon (1992), suggesting that drivers make

calculated decisions about speeding.

We concluded that routine drivers, hence regular speeders, thus might consist of

nearby residents, heading to and from work or home; commuters traveling from suburban

locations and cutting through on the thoroughfare into the city; or school related traffic,

such as high school drivers or parents dropping off or picking up children at school.

An initial examination of citations suggested that about 60 percent of speeders

lived outside the city limits Raleigh (see Figure 1), and many of the speeders with

Raleigh addresses did not appear to live close to Wakefield Pines Drive (see Figure 2).

Further examination of the data - in collaboration with school personnel and PTA

representatives - shed light on this finding as the catchment area for the high school

covered a wide geographic area. (Later data showed that 62 percent of students lived

more than two miles away from the schools, rendering the map less useful than initially

anticipated.)
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Analysis of citations issued in the area suggested that high school drivers were not the

primary speeders. Of 238 citations issued during school periods on Wakefield Pines

Drive, most - 87 percent - were issued to drivers 19 years old or older. This

information cast doubt on the primacy of youthful drivers as the speeders on the roadway.

To develop a better understanding of the speeding problem, in September 2002, we

developed and administered a 14-item survey to parents of students in Wakefield

elementary, middle and high schools. The survey was administered by providing the

survey to students to take home in their backpacks. A total of 1,234 parents responded,

providing a response rate estimated at 35 percent. We anticipated that the survey would

provide baseline information about the concerns of parents, and could shed light on the

speeding problem. We also hoped to establish a framework for working with parents to

reduce speeding.

The survey indicated that more than half of the parents drive their children to school

in the morning while about 12 percent walk to school. The pattern is diminished in the

afternoon: about 35 percent of parents pick up their children while 20 percent walk home

from school. (See Figure 3.) Of note, the survey contrasts with the pattern of speeding as

vehicle speeds are higher in the afternoon than the morning. Since research suggests that

traffic congestion slows traffic, it seems reasonable that the reduced traffic volume in the

afternoon contributes to more speeding - a conclusion supported by the data in Figure 6.
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To learn more about speeders in the area, we developed a questionnaire to be

administered to speed violators in the school zone. For purposes of the study, speeding

was considered as traveling at 30 mph or more. During a one-week period, 187

individuals were stopped for speeding in the school zone. The drivers were informed

about their speeding, and given the option to answer a few survey questions. All chose to

respond to the brief questionnaire. The survey showed that:

• While the average speed of persons stopped was 39 miles per hour, about 23
percent of the speeders were driving at 40 mph or more - 15 miles or more over
the sped limit and 6 percent of the speeding drivers were driving at 50 miles per
hour or more.

• More than two-thirds of drivers (71 percent) said they were aware of the speed
limit, but were distracted (37 percent) or in a hurry (25 percent).

• Although some of the speeders were youthful - about 13 percent were 19 years
old or younger - most of the speeders were on their way to work or home.

• A large group of speeders - 48 percent - reported having children in school.
These drivers should be aware of the safety risks during school zone times. In
fact, more than half of the parents speeding - 55 percent - have children in
Wakefield high, middle or elementary schools.

2C. Response

Findings from the analysis suggested that speeders on Wakefield Pines Drive

during school times consisted primarily of commuters and parents. High school students

appeared to play a minor role in speeding. To raise awareness of actual speeds, speed

information signs were placed in the school zone that informed drivers of their actual

speed in November 2002. During this time, information was distributed to parents about

the speeding problem through the use of the school newsletter.

To target parent speeders, speed information trailers were set up again in April

2002. This time uniformed officers were stationed in the morning at the carpool lanes
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for all three schools. Parents were then given a pink informational pamphlet that closely

resembled that of the citation used by the department. (See Figure 5.)

The flyer included information on the role of parents as speeders in the school

zone, and refuted the myth that speeders were predominately high school students or
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commuters. On the reverse side, additional information about speeding in school zones

was included. Many parents were shocked with the information and supportive of the

police efforts to reduce speeding.

As part of the response to speeding on Wakefield Pines Drive, we also teamed

with a local hospital to publicize the problem and its programming effort called "Walk

this Way" that focused on the safety of the children who walk to or from school. The

program will fund a poster contest to further target parents about their role in speeding on

Wakefield Pines Drive. Although this effort will not come to fruition until the fall of

2003, it will continue the educational effort targeted towards parents. In addition, posters

may be displayed along the roadway, further targeting the commuter portion of the

speeding problem.

2D. Assessment

In contrast to the traffic study described early this report as conducted by the

Raleigh Department of Transportation, we were able to obtain our own electronic traffic

counters for the police department in April 2003. These traffic counters provide a

reliable measure of the amount and distribution of speeding. In contrast to the manual

report provided by DOT, our traffic counters produce electronic data that can be analyzed

in differing ways. In addition, we can set up the traffic counters whenever the need arises

and thus need not rely on another agency for routine data collection.

The acquisition of reliable data on traffic and speed volume enabled us to

calculate baseline information about the prevalence of speeding on Wakefield Pines

Drive. While DOT data calculated average and 85th percentile speeds, we elected to
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calculate the portion of drivers complying with the 25 mph posted speed, and

incorporated a 5 mph buffer into that speed. Thus, the baseline data on compliance -

displayed in Figure 6 and noted as tl -showed that only 25% of drivers in the morning

and 19% in the afternoon were complying with speed limits prior to focused police

efforts in April 2003. In response to the implementation of police educational efforts

(noted in column labeled t2), compliance nearly doubled, rising to 58% and 49%

respectively in the morning and afternoon school periods. This improvement reflected a

virtual doubling of the proportion of drivers complying with the speed limit.

Earlier experience with speed enforcement - and its rapid decay - encouraged us to

further monitor the impact of our efforts. Sure enough, within four days (noted in Figure

6 as t3), compliance declined to 42% and 31% respectively in the morning and afternoon

periods -an 18 percent drop in the number of drivers complying with the speed limit in

the morning, and a 16 percent decline during the afternoon. Concerned that this level of

compliance would further decay, we again measured compliance on May 13 (noted as

t4), and found that compliance was fairly stable. While compliance in the morning

period had dropped 3 percent in two weeks (from 1313 to 1270), compliance in the

afternoon increased by 3 percent (from 731 to 754).

Although the impact of the educational effort declined from t2 to t3, analysis of

speeds from tl to t4 show that our efforts resulted in an overall 42% increase in

compliance with the speed limit in the morning, rising from 892 to 1270 vehicles, and a

59% increase in the afternoon, rising from 474 to 754 vehicles. We also recognize that

we set a very conservative threshold for compliance by including a 5 mph tolerance over

the 25 mph limit. Although speeding citations issued on this thoroughfare average 13
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mph over the posted speed, we felt that a 5 mph tolerance was a reasonable goal. Had we

set the tolerance at 10 mph over the limit, the data would have demonstrated a much

higher level of compliance.

While we are encouraged by increased compliance, we do not feel that the

speeding problem on Wakefield Pines Drive has been permanently resolved and plan to

monitor the problem when school resumes in the fall of 2003. In particular, average

speeds in the area are higher than we would like, and appear to reflect the behaviors of a

handful of speeders who drive at excessive rates of speed - more than 20 mph over the

limit. This small number of excessive speeders were also identified in Table 1 and

through the stop-and-query survey suggesting that 5 percent of drivers exceeded 50 mph

during school times. While we were not able to specifically identify these aggressive

drivers, we believe that strategic enforcement and enhanced penalties may be necessary

in order to detect and deter these drivers. Since these aggressive speeders may drive
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parental concerns about child safety and pose the greatest risk for pedestrian fatalities, it

is important to detect or deter these few drivers.

In addition, we are prepared to pursue installation of a flashing signal during on

school days during designated hours, consistent with our finding that a portion of the

speeders are commuters who have no school-age children and were unaware of the

school zone speed limit. School zone speed limits are in effect only when school is in

session. Since Raleigh has many schools that operate on year-round or other non-

traditional calendars, the flashing signal would alert the non-parent drivers to days when

school is in session. Studies of flashing signals have shown these devices to be effective

in reducing speeding in school zones.3 Early in the project, we included installation of a

flashing signal as a potential response but learned that the Department of Transportation

does not recommend such installation because it has not been shown to be effective. At

the time, we elected to adopt the least intrusive responses early in the project but will

pursue installation of a flashing signal if we are unable to maintain acceptable driving

speeds.

Long-Term Implications. The project has broader implications for the City of

Raleigh than the reduction in speeding in one school zone. There are a total of 122 public

schools in Wake County - 17 high, 26 middle and 79 elementary schools that serve

nearly 100,000 students. The police department has invested a large amount of

enforcement effort in these locations. Although data cannot reliably indicate the number

of citations written in school zones, an analysis of the posted speed for citations shows

that 9% of all speeding citations in 2001 were issued where the posted speed limit was 25

mph, as is typical although not restricted to school zone areas. Some school zones are

3 Schrader 1999
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posted at higher speeds. Further analysis of speeding in school zones using electronic

counters can reliably demonstrate the amount of speeding in school zones, permit

comparisons between different areas, and allow police to prioritize and focus on areas

with the largest problems, and detect the impact that may be associated with unique

responses developed for different areas. We are eager to learn more about the

composition of speeders in school zones, including the frequency with which parents -

those most vocal about speeding problems - contribute to speeding.

Routine Practices. The Raleigh Police Department has regularly responded to

citizen complaints about speeding, especially complaints in residential areas. The

department typically assigns an officer to the location of the complaint without any

empirical verification of the nature or the extent of the speeding problem. The officer has

no empirical data to focus the enforcement effort or determine the impact of enforcement.

Enforcement actions have comprised the exclusive response of the department to

speeding and are reflected by nearly 25,000 speeding citations written in 2001; nearly 43

percent were issued on roadways posted at 25-35 mph that rarely experience speed-

related collisions. The number of speeding citations issued by police officers exceeds the

number of Part I crimes reported in the city.

The Raleigh Police Department has recently moved towards becoming a data-

driven agency improving data access, quality and analysis; empirical data about traffic

volume, speed and collisions are data that will be incorporated into planning resource

allocation, assessing problem locations and evaluating impact. To facilitate this, the

police department has recently purchased state-of-the-art speed measuring devices.
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Policies and Planning. The project has also caused our police department to

become much more aware of the need to be involved in planning for new residential

developments. In our view, the siting of three schools contiguously reflects poor

planning. As a result, we are exploring ways the police department can be further

involved in planning for new schools and communities. Similarly, the project called our

attention to a law that makes it possible for drivers speeding in excess of 15 mph over the

posted limit and in excess of 55 mph to lose their license. It seems reasonable that

driving substantially over posted speeds in school zones should also subject speeders to

loss of license. Similarly, speeding in a school zone currently does not result in a fine

different than that for speeding in any other location although it does result in additional

drivers' license points. We feel that the fine for speeding in a school zone should be

increased - probably to $250 - similar to laws governing speeding in construction zones.

The police department's attorney has drafted legislation to increase fines for speeding in

a school zone to mirror the fines for speeding in a construction zone.
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4. AGENCY AND OFFICER INFORMATION

To initiate this project, all sworn personnel in the Raleigh Police Department were

surveyed to identify the most common problem in their assignment and to identify

problems that officers felt could be improved through a problem solving approach.

Speeding in residential areas was ranked high by all officers, but personnel in the 2200

Squad, a predominately residential district, rated the problem as number one. A single

squad of officers worked primarily on the problem under the supervision of the district

commander and a supervisor. A smaller group of officers took primary responsibility,

and others were kept apprised of project progress through roll call briefings. Other police

personnel were involved at different phases of the project - school resource officers

assisted with the parent survey and the traffic unit carried out much of the stop-and-query

survey. The project team was assisted with analysis by a professor at North Carolina

State University, supported with funding from a demonstration grant from the Office of

Community Oriented Policing Services. The project team received no direct training

although resource materials (Scott, 2001), technical assistance and guidance were

provided as part of the COPS grant. In addition, project personnel attended two

conferences to share progress on the project and learn about other problem-solving

efforts.

No additional incentives were provided to officers for their involvement in the

project, however, the opportunity to develop more effective responses to continuing

problems was clearly a primary motivation for some personnel to participate. In addition,
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the work of officers was well known by command staff and line officers routinely briefed

the chief about their progress. Officers were allowed to flex their hours as necessary to

attend meetings, implement solutions and accomplish other project-related tasks.

Personnel working on the project traveled to present project briefings at two conferences.

Contact Information:
Captain John Annis
District 22 Commander
Raleigh Police Department
110 South McDowell Street
Post Office Box 590
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602-0590
Phone (919)713-4174
Fax (919)713-4221
Email john.annis@ci.raleigh.nc.us
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